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Crime and the Art Market
Riah Pryor

Interest in art crime is at an all-time high. Academia is committing 
greater resources to it, lawyers are increasingly specializing in 
the field, and the public is enthralled. Belief that the art market’s 
opaque and unregulated practices are indirectly to blame for 
these crimes, is also gaining ground. But what are the reasons 
for criminal activity in the art market? Is the art market any 
more welcoming to criminals than other sectors? And is law 
enforcement failing to keep up? Crime and the Art Market brings 
together the author’s direct experience from both fields to present 
an accessible, informative and realistic overview of these crimes 
in today’s society. The book re-examines high-profile criminal 
cases, while highlighting others which failed to hit headlines but 
marked significant moments in the legal treatment of art crime. 
Through interviews, new data and exclusive insight into cases, 
the book demonstrates the impact of criminal activity on the 
market and broader society, while exploring claims that changes 
in the market’s behavior are needed.

Riah Pryor is an investigative journalist specializing in the rela-
tionship between art and law, and is Head of Development and 
Operations at Focal Point Gallery. She previously worked at The 
Art Newspaper as Art Market Assistant Editor, and was a crimi-
nal researcher at New Scotland Yard’s Art and Antiques Unit.

ART, 192 PAGES, 6.25 X 9.25
CLOTH, $59.99 (CAN $71.99)
ISBN: 9781848221710
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

LUND HUMPHRIES  NOVEMBER
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Art Crime and its Prevention
A Handbook for Collectors and Art Professionals
Edited by Arthur Tompkins

Art Crime and Its Prevention is the definitive handbook on art 
crime for art-world professionals of all kinds – from the museum, 
auction house or art-insurance employee to the contemporary gal-
lerist, dealer, art-market student or collector. Written by a range 
of international experts, the book’s territory is broad and includes 
advice on how to secure art in galleries and private collections; 
how and when to insure art; what to look for to be sure that an 
artwork you buy is legitimate; how to check provenance to be 
certain that it matches the work it accompanies; how to deal with 
forgery and best-practices in art acquisition. Contextual debate, 
such as discussion of the impact of looting in conflict zones and 
the relevant international law relating to art in war, enlivens the 
text and helps to present a fully-rounded analysis of art crime and 
its many associations. An authoritative and readable handbook, 
Art Crime and Its Prevention will be an essential reference guide 
for all those involved in the art world internationally, or in the 
protection and recovery of artworks.

Arthur Tompkins is a District Court Judge based in Wellington, 
New Zealand. He teaches the ‘Art in War’ component course at 
Association for Research into Crimes Against Art’s annual Grad-
uate Certificate Program in Art Crime and Heritage Protection 
Studies, in Umbria, Italy.

ART, 208 PAGES, 6 X 9.25
CLOTH, $59.99 (CAN $71.99)
ISBN: 9781848221871
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

LUND HUMPHRIES  OCTOBER
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Last Year in Marienbad
A Film as Art
Edited by Christoph Grunenberg

The 1961 film Last Year in Marienbad broke with traditional 
structures of time, location, and causality like no other film 
before it. The director, Alain Resnais, played with an artistic lan-
guage in which the style itself became the content. In doing so, he 
defined an appreciation of art that has extended into the present 
day: Nouvelle Vague. The catalogue examines the influence of the 
film on the fine arts, on Pop culture and fashion, garnering inter-
national approaches from the beginning of the twentieth century 
through to the present.

Christoph Grunenberg was a student of History of Art, Clas-
sical Archeology and Englisch Literature at the Universities of 
Mainz, Berlin and London. He has held professional stations at 
the National Gallery of Art in Washington D.C and the Institute 
of Contemporary Art in Boston. In 2007 he was president of the 
Jury of the “Turner Kunstpreis”. Since 2011 he has been director 
of the “Kunsthalle Bremen”.

ART/FILM, 288 PAGES, 7 X 9.75
90 COLOR ILLUSTRATIONS, 132 B&W ILLUSTRATIONS
CLOTH, $52.95 (CAN $63.95)
ISBN: 9783868323061
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

WIENAND VERLAG  SEPTEMBER
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Karol Plicka
Marián Pauer

Karol Plicka was a Slovak ethnographer, collector of folk songs, 
photographer, director, scenographer and cameraman. This mo-
nography maps in detail the life and work of this incredible, but 
at the same time, almost forgotten personality. The book contains 
rich material showing how Slovakia was depicted in Plicka´s 
photographs and films. The publication is full of Plicka´s person-
al photographs, photographs of the artist whilst working, the 
correspondence, manuscripts, musical notations, memoirs of his 
relatives and photographs from the Plicka´s family album. Karol 
Plicka died in 1987 in Prague, Czech Republic, and left us with a 
rich body of work – 40,000 musical notations of folk songs, thou-
sands of negatives from Slovakia, Romania, Yugoslavia, Austria 
and the United States, four full-length films and a few short films, 
tens of picture publications.

Marián Pauer, PhDr. is a graduate of the Department of Jour-
nalism at the Philosofical Faculty of Comenius University in 
Bratislava where he gained his Doctorate of Philosophy. He has 
devoted more than four decades to professional photography as 
a historian, a theorist, and author of 31 publications, a curator 
of exhibitions and a member of juries for international exhibi-
tions and salons in Slovakia and abroad. Since 1997, he has been 
an official delegate of the Slovak Republic to the International 
Federation of Photographic Art (FIAP), a member of the Slovak 
Photographer Association (ZSF), the Slovak Writers Society and 
Nonfiction Club of Association of Slovak Writers. He is a Laure-
ate of Egon Erwin Kisch Award for a book The Beatles Photogra-
pher published in 2000.

PHOTOGRAPHY/BIOGRAPHY, 368 PAGES, 10 X 11
3 COLOR PHOTOS, FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
CLOTH, $119.95 (CAN $143.95)
ISBN: 9788055612898
RIGHTS: WORLD X UNITED KINGDOM, EUROPE, CHINA, 
HONG KONG & TAIWAN

SLOVART PUBLISHING, LTD.  SEPTEMBER
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Julia Faber
Pictures and Concepts 2010-2015
Julia Faber and Susanne Neuburger

Julia Faber’s hyperrealistic painting is concerned with themes of 
the formation and disciplining of bodies, through citations of 
classical mythological motifs and illustrations of forced peda-
gogical regulations of the body from textbooks and newspaper 
advertisements from the 19th century. With effectively deployed 
moments of horror, overwhelming the viewer with a mix of 
cynicism, wit and exaggeration, and all executed with an almost 
uncanny technical mastery, Faber takes past and contempo-
rary gender stereotypes to the extreme, whilst at the same time 
dismantling the rules of taste of an over-sexualized, body-ob-
sessed society. She happily places herself in the picture and, with 
mischief and irony, reflects her role as a woman artist in relation 
to the traditionally male-dominated field of history painting. Her 
staged, outlandish liberation of the body from the constraints 
that religion, society and education set upon it casts a confusing, 
critical light on the viewer.

Julia Faber was born in Vienna and studied painting at the Uni-
versity of Applied Arts Vienna under Johanna Kandl. She lives 
and works in Vienna. Susanne Neuburger works as curator at 
mumok, Museum for Modern Art in Vienna. She teaches at the 
University for Art and Industrial Design, Linz, and has contrib-
uted to springerin, Magazin for contemporary art a.o. She lives 
in Vienna.

ART, 74 PAGES, 8.625 X 10.75
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
TRADE PAPER, $23.95 (CAN $33.95)
ISBN: 9783902833860
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

SCHLEBRUGGE EDITOR  OCTOBER
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Anselm Kiefer Die Buchstaben
Anselm Kiefer

Modern civilization would be inconceivable without letters. The 
printed word, made out of letters strung together to form sen-
tences and scripture, has very much shaped our existence. Anselm 
Kiefer’s work Die Buchstaben, which is being portrayed in this 
volume, is all about the power of the word. Impressive images 
such as sunflowers growing out of a printing machine and rolls of 
film and letters scattered across the floor come together to form a 
complex and poetic installation.

Anselm Kiefer was, in 1965, a student of painting by Peter Dreher 
in Freiburg. In 1969 he continued studying at the “Akademie der 
bildenden Künste Karlsruhe” by Horst Antes. In 1970-72 he was 
a member of Beuys class at the “Düsseldorfer Kunstakademie”. In 
1987 his works were featured in an exhibition at the Art Institute 
of Chicago. His works have been featured in several museums 
and he is one of the most famous contemporary artists.

ART, 72 PAGES, 10.75 X 14.5
43 COLOR PHOTOS
CLOTH, $65.95 (CAN $78.95)
ISBN: 9783868323078
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

WIENAND VERLAG  SEPTEMBER
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Normalities
Edited by Austrian Cultural Forum New York

Normalities sets out to explore the concept of normality from a 
number of different angles - focusing on the Balkans, but extend-
ing outwards. What does it mean to be an artist almost a quarter 
of a century after the fall of Yugoslavia in a globalized world? 
How can identity collectively and individually be preserved? The 
fifteen artists that curators Marko Lulic and Christine Moser 
have invited to participate in this show deal with the different 
“normalities”, or realities that exist today, drawing special atten-
tion to the region of the Western Balkans.

The Austrian Cultural Forum New York (ACFNY), is an agency 
of the Republic of Austria, and part of the Austrian Consulate 
General in New York. With its architectural landmark building  
in the heart of Midtown Manhattan, it is the cultural embassy  
of Austria in the United States. It hosts more than 100 free events 
annually and showcases Austrian contemporary art, music, litera-
ture, and academic thought in New York.

ART/CULTURAL STUDIES, 68 PAGES, 8.25 X 4.25
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
TRADE PAPER, $13.99 (CAN $16.99)
ISBN: 9783702508326
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

VERLAG ANTON PUSTET  NOVEMBER
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Ukrainian Art in Transition Series

Anatoliy Kryvolap and the 
Ukrainian Sublime
Jennifer Cahn

Anatoliy Kryvolap and the Ukrainian Sublime is the first book in 
the English-language series, Ukrainian Art in Transition, about art 
and artists in contemporary Ukraine. Ukrainian painter Anatoliy 
Kryvolap is famous in his own country and sells actively on the 
international auction block, but his work and history are little 
known to a wider audience. Anatoliy Kryvlop and the Ukrainian 
Sublime introduces an English-speaking audience to his vibrant, 
layered landscapes, detailing Kryvolap’s story as a traditional-
ly trained Soviet artist who surreptitiously broke all the rules 
until independence allowed him to become a symbol of the new 
Ukraine. A brief biographical essay and critical review of his 
work by art historian and curator Jennifer Cahn is following by 
full-color images of his recent paintings.

Jennifer Cahn, Ph.D. is an art historian, musicologist, and inde-
pendent curator writing on modern and contemporary Ukrainian, 
Russian and Soviet art and museums. In 2012–13, Cahn was a 
Fulbright Scholar in Kyiv, Ukraine lecturing on museology and 
traveling exhibitions. She has a forthcoming monograph on Texas 
artist David Freeman.

ART/REGIONAL STUDIES, 120 PAGES, 9.25 X 12.25
2 COLOR PHOTOS, 3 B&W PHOTOS, 72 COLOR ILLUSTRATIONS, 2 MAPS
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
CLOTH, $29.99 (CAN $35.99)
ISBN: 9789667845865
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

RODOVID PRESS  SEPTEMBER
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Borys Kosarev
Modernist Kharkiv, 1915–1931
Valentyna Chechyk, Myroslava M. Mudrak,  
and Tetiana Pavlova

This full-color catalog accompanied an eponymous 2012 exhibi-
tion, which showed first at the Ukrainian Museum in New York 
and subsequently at the Museum of Theater, Music, and Cinema 
Arts of Ukraine in Kyiv. It is the first comprehensive look at the 
work of Borys Kosarev: his paintings, drawings, and graphic 
work. Three scholarly essays written by experts in the fields of 
modernism, theater, and Eastern European art and featuring  
89 images accompany a full-color catalog of 114 works.

Valentyna Chechyk holds a degree in art history and teaches in 
the department of art theory and history at the Kharkiv State 
Academy of Design and Fine Arts. Chechyk is also a specialist 
in theater history. She has written on the European theatrical 
avant-garde and on Ukrainian theater, especially in early-20th 
century Kharkiv. Myroslava Mudrak is Professor Emerita at The 
Ohio State University in the Department of the History of Art. 
Her work focuses on the unfolding of modernism in Eastern Eu-
rope and the former Soviet Union in relation to the philosophical 
and stylistic developments of the West. She has written extensive-
ly on Ukrainian modernism and the avant-garde. Mudrak has 
curated exhibits on Borys Kosarev, Davyd (David) Burliuk, and 
early-20th century Ukrainian theater (works of Anatol Petrytsky, 
Vadym Meller, Alexandra Exter, and others). Tetiana Pavlova 
holds a degree in art history and teaches in the department of art 
theory and history at the Kharkiv State Academy of Design and 
Fine Arts.

ART/REGIONAL STUDIES, 216 PAGES, 11.5 X 11.5
2 COLOR PHOTOS, 40 B&W PHOTOS, 108 COLOR ILLUSTRATIONS, 
39 B&W ILLUSTRATIONS, FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
CLOTH, $48.99 (CAN $58.99)
ISBN: 9789667845681
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

RODOVID PRESS  OCTOBER
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Natalka Husar
Burden of Innocence
Natalka Husar 
Illustrations by Iryna Pasichnyk

Burden of Innocence is the project of a Canadian Ukrainian, 
the painter Natalka Husar, who has made a name for herself in 
her field in both Canada and abroad. Here Husar’s visual work 
is presented with her own commentary on what she sees as the 
social ills and goods in contemporary Ukraine: the subject matter 
is post-Orange Revolution Ukraine and our continually shifting, 
always-problematic but utterly abiding relationship with our 
parents’ homeland and the homeland of our imaginations. Burden 
of Innocence is a bridge between various worlds: Canada and 
Ukraine, painting and writing, and verbal and visual images.

Born in the States in 1951, Natalka Husar completed a BFA at 
Rutgers University in 1973. She subsequently moved to Canada 
where she has lived ever since. She is an Associate Professor at the 
Ontario School of Art and Design. Husar visited Ukraine once in 
1969, and then in 1992 and 1993 after Ukraine achieved indepen-
dence. She travels frequently to the country of her parents’ birth 
that also serves as the backdrop for much of her work, which 
explores notions of homeland and values in contemporary society. 
Iryna Pasichnyk is a graphic designer who has been working with 
Rodovid since 1992. She has many books to her name including 
works on Kateryna Bilokur, Borys Kosarev, and catalogs for the 
Ukrainian Museum in New York.

ART/WOMEN’S STUDIES, 200 PAGES, 9.75 X 9
51 COLOR ILLUSTRATIONS, FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
CLOTH, $39.99 (CAN $47.99)
ISBN: 9789667845568
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

RODOVID PRESS  DECEMBER
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Contemporary Ukrainian Artists
Illustrations by Iryna Pasichynk

Contemporary Ukrainian Artists is the catalog for an exhibi-
tion by the same name that took place at the Ermilov Centre in 
Kharkiv, Ukraine in 2012. The exposition included works by 
leading contemporary artists who have been defining Ukraine’s 
art landscape of the late 20th-early 21st century and have them-
selves become cultural brands. They are Arsen Savadov, Oleg 
Tistol, Sergey Bratkov, Anatoliy Kryvolap, Marina Skugareva, 
Vlada Ralko, Vasyl Tsagolov, Oleksandr Hnylytsky, and others. 
Not only does the catalog recreate the exhibition, but it stands 
alone as a platform for collaboration among artists, collectors, 
and art historians.

Iryna Pasichynk is a graphic designer who has been working with 
Rodovid since 1992. She has many books to her name including 
works on Kateryna Bilokur, Borys Kosarev, and catalogs for the 
Ukrainian Museum in New York.

ART/EUROPEAN STUDIES, 240 PAGES, 9.25 X 12
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
CLOTH, $39.99 (CAN $49.99)
ISBN: 9789667845735
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

RODOVID PRESS  JANUARY 2017
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Flowers and Birds in Ukrainian 
Kilim Design
Serhii Bilokin and Stefan Taranushenko 
Foreword by Natalka Diachenko-Zabashta

Flowers and Birds in Ukrainian Kilim Design includes the 
text of the groundbreaking study “Ukrainian Kilims” by the 
distinguished Ukrainian art historian Stefan Taranushenko 
(1889–1976). Although he spent many years working on this 
monograph, he never managed to complete it. The reproduc-
tions of the finest extant examples of kilims from ten museums 
in Ukraine and The Ukrainian Museum in New York City 
featured in this book serve as a kind of sequel to Taranushenko’s 
scholarly research.

Serhii Bilokin is a Ukrainian historian with advanced degrees in 
both philology and history. He was granted the Shevchenko Prize 
for his dissertation in history, “Mass Terror as a Method of State 
Administration in the USSR.” He is an honorary professor at 
Kyiv Mohyla Academy and the director of the Ukrainian Center 
for Culturological Studies. Natalka Diachenko-Zabashta is a 
graduate of the Institute of Applied and Decorative Arts and the 
Lviv National Academy of Arts, where she taught from 1979 to 
1999. Since 2000 she has taught at the Mykhailo Boichuk Kyiv 
State Institute of Decorative and Applied Art and Design. She 
is a practicing textile artist with works on display at museums 
across Ukraine. Stefan Taranushenko was a giant in the field of 
Ukrainian art studies. He was one of the first Ukrainians to earn 
a doctorate in the field of art history and served as the director of 
the State Museum of Ukrainian Art. He was arrested for his work 
by the Soviet authorities and lived in exile away from Ukraine 
from 1934 to 1953. Taranushenko died in 1976 in Kyiv.

ART/CULTURAL STUDIES, 408 PAGES, 10 X 12.25
240 COLOR PHOTOS, 7 B&W PHOTOS, 7 COLOR ILLUSTRATIONS
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
CLOTH, $74.99 (CAN $89.99)
ISBN: 9789667845827
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

RODOVID PRESS  NOVEMBER
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The Ukrainian Academy of Art
A Brief History
Olena Kashuba-Volvach 
Illustrations by Oleh Hryshchenko and Olena Staranchuk

The history of Ukrainian art illustrates various phenomena that 
fundamentally altered the established flow of events and defined 
the further development of Ukraine’s culture. Art historians fre-
quently refer to them in an attempt to create their own versions 
of the past. Where Ukraine’s visual arts of the twentieth century 
are concerned, it is impossible not to mention the founding of the 
Ukrainian Academy of Art in 1917.

Oleh Hryshchenko is an artist and designer from Kyiv. Original-
ly from Zhytomyr, Hryshchenko studied painting at the Kosiv 
College of Applied and Decorative Arts and later received his 
master’s degree at the National Academy of Fine Arts and Archi-
tecture (formerly the Ukrainian Academy of the Arts). He teaches 
graphic design and is a co-founder of the artists’ collective VAL. 
Olena Kashuba-Volvach holds a degree in art history and works 
as a senior researcher for the Modern Art Research Institute at 
the National Academy of the Arts of Ukraine. She is a specialist 
in modernism and has recently published on Davyd (David) Bur-
liuk and two early-20th century exhibitions held in Kyiv, Lanka 
(Link) and Kiltste (Ring). Olena Staranchuk lives and works in 
Kyiv. She teaches on the design faculty at the Kyiv State Insti-
tute of Decorative and Applied Art. In 2013 she was in charge 
of the Third Ukrainian Student Poster Biennale. Later that year 
she was a recipient of the Gaude Polonia fellowship awarded by 
the Polish Ministry of Culture. She is a co-founder of the artists’ 
collective VAL.

ART/REGIONAL STUDIES, 256 PAGES, 9.75 X 12.25
60 B&W PHOTOS, 130 COLOR ILLUSTRATIONS, 24 B&W ILLUSTRATIONS,
8 LINE DRAWINGS, 1 W/C ILLUSTRATION, FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
CLOTH, $59.99 (CAN $71.99)
ISBN: 9789667845797
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

RODOVID PRESS  SEPTEMBER
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Wir kommen auf den Hund – 
We Go to the Dogs
Lydia Rosía Dorn and Heinrich Schulze Altcappenberg

Dogs are the oldest known pets and humankind’s most faithful 
companions. Theirpresence as such is reflected in art, where our 
four-legged friends can be found inrepresentations of every kind. 
The catalogue of this year’s summer show at theBerlin Kupfer-
stichkabinett presents around 50 of the most charming images 
of dogs representing works from the medieval times until today. 
Amongst these are works by some of the greatest draughtsmen 
and printmakers—from Agostino Carracci, Albrecht Du¨rer, and 
Rembrandt to Adolph Menzel, Pablo Picasso, Otto Dix, and 
Dieter Roth. The drawings, prints, and watercolours drawn from 
the collection offer a vivid impression of a variety of modes of 
artistic representation. Breeds of every variety are brought to life 
on paper—rendered in an array of delicate brushstrokes, hard 
cross-hatching, and fleeting pencil lines—from the smooth-haired 
greyhound to the sheepdog and the stocky bulldog, from playful 
spaniels to terriers and poodles.

Lydia Rosía Dorn is scientific assistant of the Kupferstichkabinett 
Berlin. Prof. Dr. Heinrich Schulze Altcappenberg is since 2002 Di-
rector of the Kupferstichkabinett Berlin. Born in 1953 he studied 
History of Art, Literature, Archaeology and journalism in Mainz, 
Hamburg and Bonn. He published several works about Roman-
ticism, Italian drawings and prints from early Renaissance to late 
Baroque, and contemporary themes.

ART/PETS, 120 PAGES, 8 X 8.75
60 COLOR PHOTOS, FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
TRADE PAPER, $16.95 (CAN $19.95)
ISBN: 9783731902379
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

MICHAEL IMHOF VERLAG  SEPTEMBER
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Wir gehen baden!  
We’re Going Bathing!
Bilder aus fünf Jahrhunderten  
von Dürer bis Hockney
Benjamin Rux and Heinrich Schulze Altcappenberg

“Bathing” is closely linked to three issues: the body, hygiene, and 
social amusement. The naked or subtle covered body lives on the 
affinity to nature and naturalness: in its graceful movements and 
its ambience, by bathing amongst others or in oblivious intimacy, 
in an open landscape (from Arcadia to tropical paradises) or in 
a narrow boudoir or an old German bathing hall. The hygienic 
issue, on the other hand, is rather associated with terms of health 
and well-being than with beauty. The social amusement issue 
ranges from water sports to life on the beach to a stage for social 
life. Baths are a place of freedom, of informality and fantasy, of 
distraction and eroticism. Furthermore the bathing motif also 
stimulates allegorical, mythological and literary fields, like images 
of “The Fountain of Youth” or “Bathing Diana with Nymphs” or 
“Venus”. The catalogue shows the most beautiful bathing scenes 
posessed by the Berlin Kupferstichkabinett, amongst them works 
by Dürer, Rembrandt, Degas and Otto Müller.

Benjamin Rux is scientific assistant in the Kupferstichkabinett 
Berlin. Prof. Dr. Heinrich Schulze Altcappenberg is since 2002 Di-
rector of the Kupferstichkabinett Berlin. Born in 1953 he studied 
History of Art, Literature, Archaeology and journalism in Mainz, 
Hamburg and Bonn. He published several works about Roman-
ticism, Italian drawings and prints from early Renaissance to late 
Baroque, and contemporary themes.

ART, 108 PAGES, 8 X 8.75
85 COLOR PHOTOS, FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
TRADE PAPER, $16.95 (CAN $19.95)
ISBN: 9783731901907
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

MICHAEL IMHOF VERLAG  OCTOBER 
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Homeland
Heimat
Edited by Klaus Herding and Hans-Werner Schmidt

Franz Baumgartner • Beza¬ • Thomas Böing •  Jula Dech 
Ulrich Diekmann • Wolfram Ebersbach • Bea Emsbach 
Wolfgang Hambrecht • Christian Herzig • Gunilla Jähnichen 
Friederike Jokisch • Ib Jorn • Katja Jüttemann 
Stephen Ketchum • Barbara Klemm • Patricia Lambertus 
James Lloyd Dieter Mammel • Nashun Nashunbatu 
Patrick Nilsson • Thomas Nolden • Nicole van den Plas 
Heidi Riehl • Eberhard Ross • Hiro Sakaguchi • Michael Schäfer 
Margund Smolka Johannes Spehr

ART, 190 PAGES, 10 X 12.5
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
CLOTH, $69.95 (CAN $89.95)
ISBN: 9783496015567
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

DIETRICH REIMER VERLAG GMBH  NOVEMBER
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Show & Tell
Bild und Erzählung in Moderne und Gegenwart. 
Grafik aus den Kunstmuseen Krefeld
Edited by Magdalena Holzhey

The range of the graphic art collection at the Kunstmuseen 
Krefeld is enormous: art from around 1900 and classical modern-
ism as well as a wide selection of works on paper from the 1960s 
to the present. It is this very diversity that calls for a new look at 
the collection. The catalogue therefore focuses less on individual 
drawings and more on a wealth of possible, occasionally sur-
prising connections. Accompanying texts highlight the historical 
significance of the collection and make a contribution to the 
growing appreciation of graphic techniques in contemporary art.

Magdalena Holzhey studied History of Arts, Italian Philology 
and Musicology at the Universities of Berlin and Pisa and is cura-
tor of the “Kunstmuseen Krefeld”.

ART, 192 PAGES, 7 X 9.75
143 COLOR ILLUSTRATIONS
CLOTH, $39.95 (CAN $47.95)
ISBN: 9783868322880
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

WIENAND VERLAG  SEPTEMBER
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Art from the Holocaust
100 Artworks from the Yad Vashem Collection
Edited by Eliad Moreh-Rosenberg

Yad Vashem, in Jerusalem, is the global center for Holocaust 
education, remembrance, research and documentation. The book 
pays tribute to the fortitude of the human spirit. The shown 100 
drawings and paintings, a representative core of Yad Vashem’s art 
collection were created in the camps, the ghettos, in hiding and by 
partisans. These rare artworks by some 50 artists, half of whom 
were murdered, reflect the tension between the cruel reality the 
artists experienced and their desire to take flight. Presented the-
matically, and supported by substantial research on the annals of 
the artists, the artworks shed light on the artists’ experience under 
the harshest of circumstances.

Eliad Moreh-Rosenberg survived terror attacks in Jerusalem in 
July 2002. He has a M.A. in Art History at the Hebrew Univer-
sity of Jerusalem and is a researcher in the Centre for Jewish Art 
Jerusalem. He has been included in inteviews with New York 
Post, Fox News and meetings with high officials of the USA and 
Europe about the topic of terrorism.

ART/JEWISH STUDIES, 392 PAGES, 9.75 X 11.5
156 COLOR ILLUSTRATIONS, 51 B&W ILLUSTRATIONS
CLOTH, $69.95 (CAN $83.95)
ISBN: 9783868323153
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

WIENAND VERLAG  SEPTEMBER
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The Lost Museum
The Berlin Painting and Sculpture Collections  
70 Years after World War II
Edited by Julien Chapuis and Stephan Kemperdick

The book The Lost Museum highlights the loss of the Berlin 
paintings and sculptures in a battle of the Second World War. In 
the days before the end of the war, two fires in the anti-aircraft 
bunker Friedrichshain destroyed numerous works of art that 
were there to be protected and outsourced, including mas-
terpieces of the collections among others by Caravaggio and 
Rubens. Using photos with explanatory texts, the lost master-
pieces of the Berlin sculpture and painting collections re-enter in 
the public consciousness.

Julien Chapuis is an art historian. Stephan Kemperdick is Head  
of the Skulpturensammlung und Museum für Byzantinische 
Kunst Berlin (Bode-Museum).

ART/HISTORY, 144 PAGES, 8.625 X 11
59 COLOR PHOTOS, 87 B&W PHOTOS, FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
TRADE PAPER, $21.95 (CAN $25.95)
ISBN: 9783731903215
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
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Storm Women
Women Artists of the Avant-Garde in Berlin 
1910-1932
Ingrid Pfeiffer

Der sturm signalled the awakening in modern art. Founded as 
a journal for the promotion of Expressionist art by Herwarth 
Walden in 1910, the name quickly became the trademark of a 
complete movement. Lesser known is that Walden also showcased 
numerous female artists. It is to them that the current publication 
is dedicated, which with nearly 300 artworks gathers together 
female proponents of, among others, Expressionism, Cubism, and 
New Objectivity: The art trends of the early twentieth century 
from a female perspective.

Ingrig Pfeiffer is curator of the “Schirn Kunsthalle Frankfurt”.

ART/WOMEN’S STUDIES, 400 PAGES, 9.5 X 11.5
354 COLOR ILLUSTRATIONS, 48 B&W ILLUSTRATIONS
CLOTH, $59.95 (CAN $71.95)
ISBN: 9783868322774
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
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The Golden Age of the KPM
Weichmalerei (Soft-Paste-Paint)  
on Berlin Porcelain
Franca Dietz 
Edited by The Hassan Sabet Collection

The Hassan Sabet Collection mainly focuses on the type of 
decoration known as Weichmalerei. The porcelain pieces in the 
collection provide a broad overview of both the excellence of the 
painting and sculpture as well as the characteristics of the Berlin 
factory’s products during the last third of the 19th and the begin-
ning of the 20th centuries. The Hassan Sabet Collection provides 
the basis for this unique, fundamental guide to Weichmalerei, 
which presents the current state of research on the production 
of these fascinating highlights from the KPM Berlin. This special 
collection was assembled during a span of more than thirty years, 
and exclusively comprises high-quality decorative porcelain piec-
es from the KPM Berlin. An extremely homogeneous collection 
of historicist porcelain unlike any found in museums worldwide. 
The neo-rococo-inspired forms of the porcelain, previously 
unknown for the most part, were, like the painting, thoroughly 
examined in order to demonstrate the specific peculiarities of 
the objects of the KPM. The impressively wide variety of designs 
attests to the KPM’s enthusiasm for experimentation during the 
second half of the 19th century - in the use of novel decorative 
techniques, the Berlin factory was the world leader at that time.

Now working at the Museum in Velten, Dr. Franca Dietz worked 
before at the KPM (Königliche Porzellanmanufaktur) in Berlin. 
Hassan Sabet is an art collector and art dealer.

ART, 509 PAGES, 9.5 X 12.25
523 COLOR PHOTOS, 51 COLOR ILLUSTRATIONS, 
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
CLOTH, $184.99 (CAN $221.99)
ISBN: 9783731901921
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
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Winifred Knights 1899-1947
Sacha Llewellyn

Winifred Knights (1899-1947) is one of the outstanding, but until 
recently neglected, British women painters of the first half of the 
20th century. Copiously illustrated in color throughout, this book 
provides the first full account of her life and work, examining 
Knights’ art in the context of interwar Modernism and assessing 
her contribution to the revival in this period of both Decorative 
Painting and religious imagery. Author Sacha Llewellyn traces 
the artist’s career from her years at the Slade School of Art and 
her First World War evacuation to rural Worcestershire through 
to the time she spent at the British School at Rome in the early 
1920s and the many commissions she completed between 1926 
and 1939. Presenting the artist as the central protagonist, and 
with models selected from her inner circle, Knights’ paintings 
were deeply autobiographical. She consistently re-wrote fairy-tale 
and legend, Biblical narrative and Pagan mythology to explore 
women’s relationship to war, the natural world, working commu-
nities, marriage, motherhood and death. Drawing on previously 
unpublished documentary material, including letters, diaries, 
sketchbooks and photographs, Sacha Llewellyn makes a strong 
case for recognizing Knights as one of the most talented artists of 
her generation. The book reproduces all of Knights’ major works, 
including her masterpiece, The Deluge.

Sacha Llewellyn is an independent researcher and curator and 
Director of Liss Llewellyn Fine Art with a particular interest in 
the Rome Scholars, 1913–30, the Art of the First World War and 
interwar British modernism. She co-curated an exhibition, Alan 
Sorrell – A Life Reconstructed, for the Sir John Soane’s Museum 
in 2013, and is guest curator of the Winifred Knights survey show 
at the Dulwich Picture Gallery (2016). Her previous publications 
include essays on Colin Gill and Knights’ The Deluge in British 
Murals and Decorative Painting, 1920–60 (2013); Alan Sorrell, 
The Life and Works of an English Neo-Romantic Artist (co. 
editor) (2013); and The Great War as Recorded through the Fine 
and Popular Arts (co. editor) (2014).

ART, 208 PAGES, 9 X 10.75
CLOTH, $79.99 (CAN $95.99)
ISBN: 9781848221772
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
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Hubert Robert
Guillaume Faroult and Catherine Voiriot 
Edited by Yuriko Jackall and Margaret Morgan Grasselli

Known fondly as ‘Robert des ruines’ because of his penchant for 
painting ancient ruins, Hubert Robert (1733-1808) was one of 
France’s most successful and prominent artists during his lifetime. 
This outstanding publication, which accompanies the first mono-
graphic exhibition of his work, illuminates Robert’s remarkable 
artistic achievements and his lasting contributions to French 
visual culture.Robert’s skills were manifold - he enjoyed great 
success as a painter, draftsman, interior decorator and garden 
architect. During his time in Rome, he fostered close professional 
bonds with artists such as Piranesi, Panini and Fragonard, while 
in Paris he flourished under the patronage of several wealthy 
French supporters including the Marquis de Marigny, brother of 
the famed Madame de Pompadour. Robert’s work later addressed 
the demise of this glittering society through both ominous scenes 
of disaster and representations of vandalized royalist monuments. 
Upon his own release from imprisonment following the French 
Revolution, Robert completed a series of meditative variations 
on the Grande Galerie of the Musée du Louvre, of which he had 
been appointed curator in 1784.Thoroughly researched, this 
scholarly and beautifully produced publication will stand as the 
definitive book on Robert for many years to come.

Guillaume Faroult is Curator of Paintings at the Musée du Lou-
vre, Paris. Yuriko Jackall is Assistant Curator of French paint-
ings at the National Gallery of Art, Washington DC. Margaret 
Morgan Grasselli is Curator and Head of the Department of Old 
Master Drawings at the National Gallery of Art, Washington DC. 
Catherine Voiriot is a researcher in the Department of Decorative 
Arts at the Musée du Louvre, Paris.

ART, 288 PAGES, 10 X 12.5
140 COLOR ILLUSTRATIONS
CLOTH, $74.99 (CAN $89.99)
ISBN: 9781848221918
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
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Edward Bawden Scrapbooks
Peyton Skipwith and Brian Webb

Painter and illustrator Edward Bawden’s five scrapbooks, assem-
bled over a period of more than 55 years, contain everything from 
stamps, photographs, cigarette cards, Christmas cards and letters 
to newspaper cuttings, drawings and autographs, amongst other 
fascinating ephemera. Beautifully designed and illustrated with 
over 250 images taken from these books, Edward Bawden Scrap-
books reveals this wonderful and at times eccentric collection 
and provides a new insight into one of the most popular artists 
of 20th-century Britain. The pages illustrated provide an alter-
native window into Bawden’s world, showing his very conscious 
awareness of both Surrealism and the work of other contempo-
rary designers and typographers. But it is not only aficionados of 
Bawden who will be beguiled by these scrapbooks: perusing them 
is like trawling through an almanac of art, design and literature of 
the inter- and post-war years and the work of other key artists of 
the era such as Ben Nicholson, David Jones, Evelyn Dunbar, Eric 
Ravilious and Hugh Casson also appears. Some pages are beau-
tiful, some instructive and others simply baffling but when taken 
in conjunction with Bawden’s watercolors, prints, illustrations, 
murals and other designs, the scrapbooks are the closest thing 
we have to an autobiography of one of the 20th-century’s most 
reclusive and English of artists.

Peyton Skipwith is an independent fine art consultant. Together 
with Brian Webb, he is the author of Edward Bawden’s London 
(2011) and numerous other publications on British design includ-
ing books featuring the work of Eric Ravilious, Paul and John 
Nash, David Gentleman, Peter Blake and the Curwen Press. Brian 
Webb is a designer and lecturer. Together with Peyton Skipwith, 
he is the author of Edward Bawden’s London (2011) and numer-
ous other publications on British design including books featuring 
the work of Eric Ravilious, Paul and John Nash, David Gentle-
man, Peter Blake and the Curwen Press.

ART, 208 PAGES, 9.5 X 12
260 COLOR ILLUSTRATIONS
CLOTH, $69.99 (CAN $83.99)
ISBN: 9781848221840
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
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Christopher Wood
Katy Norris

The first fully illustrated account of the life and work of English 
painter Christopher Wood (1901-30), this authoritative work, 
which includes over 150 images, provides extensive visual anal-
ysis of individual paintings, set designs and drawings created by 
Wood in both Britain and France so bringing fresh perspective 
to his unique artistic development on both sides of the Channel. 
Wood’s short career drew on a multitude of influences, all of 
which contributed to the development of his faux-naïve style. 
His oscillation between diverse artistic reference points is borne 
out in Katy Norris’ fascinating narrative that analyses Wood’s 
engagement with the Parisian avant-garde on the one hand, and 
the attraction of the simpler life he encountered in Cornwall, 
Cumbria and Brittany on the other. The emotional turmoil of 
his final years underlines the tensions between the two worlds 
that Wood inhabited and which he was ultimately was unable 
to reconcile. Filling a surprising gap in the published literature 
about this early 20th-century painter, Christopher Wood will 
appeal to readers who are yet to encounter Wood’s work, as 
well as collectors and enthusiasts.

Katy Norris is the Curator of Pallant House Gallery, one of the 
leading museums of modern art in the UK. She studied History 
of Art at the University of Warwick and the Courtauld Institute 
of Art and has curated exhibitions on various themes in Modern 
British art. Her publications include Sickert in Dieppe (2015).

ART, 192 PAGES, 9 X 10.75
150 COLOR ILLUSTRATIONS, 25 B&W ILLUSTRATIONS
CLOTH, $79.99 (CAN $95.99)
ISBN: 9781848221864
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
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The St Ives Artists
A Biography of Place and Time
Michael Bird

St Ives is unique in the story of modern art in Britain – and 
perhaps anywhere in the world. No other small seaside town 
has been host to such a roll-call of major artists. First published 
by Lund Humphries in 2008, The St Ives Artists: A Biography 
of Place and Time combines in-depth research with ‘startling 
anecdotal richness’. This beautifully produced new edition is fully 
revised and newly illustrated in color throughout. Michael Bird’s 
groundbreaking study lifts ‘St Ives’ out of its niche and explores 
the many – often unexpected – connections between St Ives artists 
and wider currents in 20th-century British culture and society. 
At the same time it sets the careers of international artists such 
as Barbara Hepworth, Ben Nicholson, Patrick Heron and Peter 
Lanyon in the context of a local environment that held strong 
meanings for their work. The narrative highlights the interplay 
between modern art’s large-scale ambitions and its rootedness 
in particular places and experiences. It ranges from the tense, 
idealistic years between the two world wars through the birth of 
the Welfare State and the Cold War, to the space race of the 1960s 
– all of which found echoes in artists’ work. The artists them-
selves emerge as vivid personalities, as often embroiled in conflict 
as in any shared agenda. Do Alfred Wallis, Naum Gabo, Bernard 
Leach and Roger Hilton really have anything in common? The 
answers Michael Bird uncovers add up to a fascinating and highly 
readable account of the St Ives phenomenon.

Michael Bird is an author, art historian and broadcaster who 
has written widely on 20th-century British art. His previous 
books for Lund Humphries are Sandra Blow (2005), Bryan 
Wynter (2010) and Lynn Chadwick (2014). He is a visiting 
lecturer at Falmouth University.

ART, 280 PAGES, 6 X 9.25
60 COLOR ILLUSTRATIONS, 20 B&W ILLUSTRATIONS
CLOTH, $59.99 (CAN $71.99)
ISBN: 9781848221857 (REPLACES: 9780853319566) 
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
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Raffael als Zeichner –  
Raphael As Draughtsman
Edited by Joachim Jacoby and Martin Sonnabend

Raphael’s drawings are amongst Europe’s most important cul-
tural heritage. The themes of the essays compiled in this book 
mirror the versatile approaches to their evaluation and research: 
their state of preservation regarding the history of their collec-
tion; their role in the work process; aspects of the history of their 
reception. The essays are the results of the scientific interdisciplin-
ary colloquium accompanying the exhibition “Raffael. Zeich-
nungen” in the Graphische Sammlung of the Frankfurter Städel 
Museum in 2013.

Joachim Jacoby is an art historian. Martin Sonnabend is an  
art historian.

ART, 216 PAGES, 6.25 X 9
149 COLOR PHOTOS, 16 B&W PHOTOS, FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
TRADE PAPER, $21.95 (CAN $25.95)
ISBN: 9783731901822
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
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Schaufenster des Himmels.  
Der Altenberger Altar und  
seine Bildausstattung
Heaven on Display. The Altenberg Altar  
and Its Imagery
Edited by Jochen Sander

Through fortunate circumstances, numerous pieces of the late 
13th andearly 14th century interior design from the former Pre-
monstratensianconvent in Altenberg an der Lahn have survived. 
This unique ensemble isreunited in the exhibition for the first 
time since the cloister closed at thebeginning of the 19th century.
Visitors to the exhibition and readers of the catalogue can follow 
the fascinatingharmony of the aesthetic image program and learn 
the functionof the individual components that provide meaning 
within this specificaltarpiece design. The volume of accompany-
ing essays combines the findingsof the Passavant Kolloquium, a 
recent colloquium on this medievalhigh altarpiece made north of 
the Alps.

Jochen Sander was born on June 15, 1958. He studied in Art 
History, Late Antique Archaeology and History in Bonn, Vienna 
and Bochum. He is professor of the History of Art at the Goethe 
Universität, Kunstgeschichtliches Institut, Frankfurt am Main, 
and adjunct director and curator of German, Dutch and Flemish 
paintings before 1800, Städel Museum, Frankfurt am Main. His 
research, publications and exhibitions are in the fields of Dutch, 
German and Italian painting of the Middle Ages, the Early Mod-
ern period and the Baroque.

ART, 184 PAGES, 9 X 11
105 COLOR ILLUSTRATIONS, FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
CLOTH, $59.99 (CAN $71.99)
ISBN: 9783422073401
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
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Tiger, Kraniche, Schöne Frauen – 
Tigers, Cranes, Beautiful Women
Asiatische Kunst aus der Sammlung Klaus 
F. Naumann – Asian Art from the Klaus F. 
Naumann Collection
Alexander Hofmann

Comprised of two hundred paintings, ceramics and lacquers, 
mainly from Japan yet also including examples from China and 
Korea, the Klaus F. Naumann Collection represents one of the 
foremost efforts by a private individual in this field to find its 
way into a public institution. This publication introduces and 
illustrates for the first time all the works in the collection housed 
at the Museum für Asiatische Kunst, Staatliche Museen zu Berlin. 
The main emphasis is on the development of painting in Japan, 
represented here in formats that range from intimate hanging 
scrolls to large-scale screens, and on a wide variety of subjects 
that include Buddhist icons, sublime ink landscapes, illustrations 
of literary and mythological subjects and images of animals, 
plants and human beings. Vessels with natural glazes, blue-and-
white porcelains and serving dishes with painterly polychrome 
designs, objects lacquered almost monochrome red and others 
that display sprinkled gold decorations over a black ground 
provide a glimpse of the multi-faceted achievements of more than 
a thousand years of art in Japan.

Dr. Alexander Hofmann is curator for Japanese Art in the Muse-
um für Asiatische Kunst, Staatliche Museen zu Berlin.

ART/NATURE, 384 PAGES, 9.5 X 12.25
278 COLOR PHOTOS, FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
TRADE PAPER, $55.95 (CAN $66.95)
ISBN: 9783731902843
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
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Ralf Brueck Dekonstruktion 
Distortion
DAF Timecapsules
Ralf Brueck

A young proponent of the Düsseldorf school of photography and 
a master pupil of Thomas Ruff’s, the artist Ralf Brueck (b. 1966) 
thematizes in his sophisticated, stringently composed works the 
architectural interior, the expanse of landscape, and modern  
architecture. The publication illustrates Brueck’s genesis–which 
began with the series Timecapsules, created at the end of the 
1990s and devoted to modern church buildings–and builds a 
bridge to his two new series, Distortion and Destruction.

From 1995-2002 Ralf Brueck was a student in the class of Prof. 
Bernd Becher at the “Kunstakademie Düsseldorf”. In 2002 he 
became the master student of Thomas Ruff at the “Kunstakade-
mie Düsseldorf”. His exhibitions include: 2007 “room X room”, 
James Harris Gallery, Seattle, USA, 2009 “ich liebe amerika und 
amerika liebt mich”, Galerie Mühlhaupt, Cologne, 2011 “Distor-
tion three”, so what gallery Düsseldorf.

PHOTOGRAPHY/ART, 128 PAGES, 11.5 X 10.75
94 COLOR PHOTOS
CLOTH, $49.95 (CAN $59.95)
ISBN: 9783868323085 (REPLACES: 9783868323184) 
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
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Jiang Zhi : Love Letters
Jiang Zhi

Jiang Zhi’s flowers ‘die’ before our eyes –set aflame, they are on 
the brink of death, not yet devoured. It is this ‘decisive moment’ 
we see –a fleeting, brazen instant, of mortality in a nutshell. Time 
is caught in its flight: each photograph is a powerful memento 
mori, like a time capsule, a miniature image of death. Jiang Zhi’s 
photography explores the metaphysics of mortality. He makes us 
reconsider the ephemeral, the evanescent nature of things in the 
face of death. Death and love are melted together like Eros and 
Thanatos, but here, beauty overrides the macabre. In a very sub-
tle and nuanced way, Jiang Zhi infuses this curse of death with 
touches of elegance –the flowers are almost dead, and at the same 
time peculiarly splendid. Death is around the corner, awaits them, 
but they don’t care, or at least, they resist—in vain. Like a vanity, 
each snapshot is also a painting.

Jiang Zhi was born in Yuanqiang, Hunan province, in 1971 and 
graduated from the China Academy of Fine Arts in Hangzhou. 
Generally considered one of China’s most diverse and avant-gar-
de artists of his age, Jiang Zhi’s artistic practice ranges widely 
from oil painting, video, installation, sculpture and photography. 
From the early stages of his artistic career, Jiang has been writing 
novels while taking photographs, which stems from his deep 
interest in poetry. Jiang Zhi has consciously positioned himself 
at the intersection of poetry and sociology. He was awarded the 
academic achievement of Reshaping History (Chinart from 2000-
2009) in 2010, the Chinese Contemporary Art Golden Palm in 
2009, the Asian New Force IFVA Critics Award in 2001, and also 
received the Chinese Contemporary Art Award (CCAA) in 2000.

ART/PHOTOGRAPHY, 64 PAGES, 8 X 10.25
35 COLOR PHOTOS, FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
TRADE PAPER, $39.99 (CAN $47.99)
ISBN: 9789881607874
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
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Discovery Series

Fragile
Photographs by Valda Bailey

I am driven by an exploration of color and form. My objective 
is to create multi-layered images that depict the subtleties of the 
landscape around us. I am more concerned with portraying an in-
terpretation than a literal representation of what I see before me. 
I have found a way of working using multiple exposures and in-
tentional camera movement which helps me simplify the detail in 
a scene. It is a way of working which is controllable to a certain 
degree, but still has a great deal of unpredictability about it and it 
is this aspect which is both challenging and rewarding. Fragility 
can be conveyed in many ways. It can be expressed with light or 
shape or color or movement and I hope this diversity is represent-
ed here. Paradoxically, fragile elements often appear to embody 
a tenacity and strength which refers back to the contradictions 
mentioned above. It is the embodiment of all these characteristics 
that I have tried to portray in this book.

Valda Bailey is a freelance photographer living in Sussex who 
first became passionate about photography when she was 14. 
Her approach to photography is greatly informed by her back-
ground in painting and her influences come as much from artists 
as photographers. She has spent time in New York under the 
expert tutelage of noted street photographer Jay Maisel and has 
been greatly influenced by his teaching about light, color and 
gesture. Her work has been featured in broadsheet newspapers, 
national and international publications and she has recently been 
invited to teach for Light and Land Photographic Workshops run 
by Charlie Waite. She has exhibited most recently in London and 
last summer was the first woman to be invited to join six other 
photographers to exhibit at the biennial Masters of Vision.

PHOTOGRAPHY, 48 PAGES, 9.5 X 9.5
32 COLOR PHOTOS, FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
CLOTH, $25.95 (CAN $36.95)
ISBN: 9780993258947
RIGHTS: WORLD X UNITED KINGDOM & EUROPE
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Mud | Sand
Photography by James Osmond

Mud | Sand...a notation that appears frequently on the Ordnance 
Survey map of the Bristol Channel. It is also a pretty succinct 
description of the coast here. When the sediment rich waters 
of Britain’s longest river merge with a sea that is subjected to 
the second largest tidal range in the world, it is inevitable that 
some remarkable coastal landscapes are formed. This series of 
photographs explores the unusual and often maligned aesthetic 
of a coastline defined by miles of mudflats and salt marsh. It is 
a landscape rich with patterns that are constantly remoulded by 
tidal forces, and wet surfaces that reflect whatever drama is being 
played out in the skies above.

James Osmond is an award-winning professional landscape 
photographer. He produces stock photography for Getty Images 
and Alamy, two of the world’s leading image libraries, as well 
as commissioned photography for outdoor magazines such as 
BBC Countryfile and The Great Outdoors. In 2014, he won the 
Sunday Times Magazine award in the Landscape Photographer 
of the Year competition. He lives in Bristol with his wife and 
three children.

PHOTOGRAPHY, 48 PAGES, 9.5 X 9.5
28 COLOR PHOTOS
CLOTH, $25.95 (CAN $36.95)
ISBN: 9780993258954
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Yosemite
Photograps by Charles Cramer

Charles has been photographing Yosemite for over 40 years. 
The photography he brings from this location is intimate and 
classic in equal measure, displaying a personality only achievable 
through such familiarity. Honored to be represented by Ansel Ad-
ams gallery, the ultimate accolade for any photographer working 
this area.

Charles Cramer has been photographing the landscape for 40 
years. His prints are available through many fine galleries, includ-
ing the Ansel Adams Gallery in Yosemite. Cramer was selected by 
the National Park Service to be an artist-in-residence in Yosemite 
in 1987 and again in 2009. He has taught digital imaging for the 
Ansel Adams Gallery Workshops, Anderson Ranch, John Sexton 
Workshops, and others. He has been profiled in PhotoTechniques, 
Outdoor Photographer, Outdoor Photography (UK), Camera 
Natura (Sweden), and Popular Photography (China), PhotoVi-
sion, and View Camera Magazines. He is also included in the 
books Landscape: The World’s Top Photographers, published in 
2005, and First Light: Five Photographers Explore Yosemite’s 
Wilderness, published in 2009. He also had a solo exhibition at 
the Center for Photographic Art in Carmel in 2010.

PHOTOGRAPHY, 48 PAGES, 9.5 X 9.5
32 COLOR PHOTOS, FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
CLOTH, $25.95 (CAN $36.95)
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Thailand Triptychs
Colin Cotterill 
Photography by Josef Polleroß

In Thailand a culture clash takes place, and it seems like the 
West has won the battle against the East. And yet - still one can 
find the old Thai-culture at unexpected places. Not the light 
and sound spectacles, but traditions that survived hundreds of 
years and also Santa Claus, Valentine’s Day and the Internet. The 
photographs of Josef Polleroß evoke memories of that culture 
that to some were lost. But they are there. We are only blinded by 
the modern brightness and glamour. The collection of photos by 
Josef Polleroß is remarkable. They do not belittle the country’s 
culture nor do they deride its people. They are honest.

Colin Cotterill, born in London, is a cartoonist and writer, living 
in Thailand. Josef Polleroß is a photographer and photojournal-
ist, living and working in New York, Cairo, Bangkok and Vienna. 
In former years he worked on political and social photo cam-
paigns, whereas in the last years he concentrated on art.

PHOTOGRAPHY/TRAVEL, 144 PAGES, 16.75 X 9.75
347 COLOR PHOTOS, FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
CLOTH, $56.99 (CAN $67.99)
ISBN: 9783731902034
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Nepal
Photography
Photographs by Peter Voss

Nowhere else can be found such a great number of exotic Holy 
Men with long beards and colourful clothes as in Kathmandu, the 
capital city of Nepal – especially during the time of the traditional 
Hindu Holi Feast, when hundreds of these peculiar persons meet. 
Peter Voss travelled several times to Nepal to take pictures of 
these people. The results are fantastic portraits of people and their 
daily life, that are for the first time compiled in a large format 
coffee table book. The publication is an important contemporary 
document, for some of its pictures were taken only a few weeks 
before the horrible earthquake on April 25th in 2015.

Peter Voss is an award-winning professional photographer whose 
other publication is Indigenous: Hidden Beauties of Africa.

PHOTOGRAPHY, 288 PAGES, 11.5 X 14.5
200 COLOR PHOTOS, FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
CLOTH, $53.95 (CAN $64.95)
ISBN: 9783731901785
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
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Papua
Photographs by Peter Voss

They are the last of their kind: indigenous people. In Papua until 
some years ago they still have been even cannibals. Peter Voss 
had a hard journey for days to reach the indigenous of the South-
east Asian island. There he made stunning photographies of these 
people, who live far away from “civilization”. We can see them 
in scenes of their daily life, with their traditional body painting 
and during hunting activities. With great technical effort Peter 
Voss managed to take exceptional and in their perfection unique 
pictures of these people.

Peter Voss is an award-winning professional photographer whose 
other publication is Indigenous: Hidden Beauties of Africa.

PHOTOGRAPHY, 288 PAGES, 11.5 X 14.5
200 COLOR PHOTOS, FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
CLOTH, $53.95 (CAN $64.95)
ISBN: 9783731901792
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Mongolia
Photographs by Peter Voss

Mongolia, “The Land of the Blue Sky”, as it is called, is an 
amazing destination for traveling. Four times the size of Germany, 
it is the most sparsely populated land in the world. This coffee 
table book takes you on an exciting journey to the Mongolian 
shamans, reindeer-nomads, and eagle-hunters, presenting stunning 
landscapes of glaciers and deserts. It is the fifth coffee table book 
from Peter Voss, who is a multiple award-winning photographer.

Peter Voss is an award-winning professional photographer whose 
other publication is Indigenous: Hidden Beauties of Africa.

PHOTOGRAPHY, 288 PAGES, 11.5 X 14.5
200 COLOR PHOTOS, FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
CLOTH, $53.95 (CAN $64.95)
ISBN: 9783731902898
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Havana
Andreas Kaiser

Cuba is changing. As a tourist destination , the Caribbean island 
is becoming increasingly popular. In the first half of 2015 over 
two million holidaymakers came to Cuba - including around 
500,000 Germans. But the growing tourism has been changing 
the island. Nowhere is this as palpable as in the capital Hava-
na. Even now the panorama of the three-million metropolis is 
characterized by construction sites. Luxury hotels , golf courses 
and marinas are being built. The morbid charm of the city - the 
contrast between a glorious past and austere presence – fades. 
In his coffee table book Havana Andreas Kaiser operates this 
contrast out in all facets. On more than 300 captivating photos 
Kaiser shows the Cuban capital as a colorful source of zest for 
life , as El Dorado of the road cruisers and home of the Rumba. 
But he portrays Havana also as a center of colonial culture and 
architecture: Once dominated by the different occupiers - later 
drawn by revolution and socialism. Havana manifests the image 
of a fascinating city between love of life and the art of survival. 
A changing metropolis that - as shown here - soon will no longer 
exist. A tribute to the original, the real Havana.

Andreas Kaiser, born in Pirna, Saxony, in 1950, studied graphic 
and fashion design at the Meisterschule für Mode in Munich, and 
has worked as an illustrator, graphic designer and art director for 
clients including Hifi-Exklusiv and the photography magazine 
Zoom. Now living in Munich, the father of three daughters has 
been working as a freelance fashion and advertising photogra-
pher for more than 30 years. His work for renowned clients such 
as Cosmopolitan, Nivea, Coca-Cola, Levi’s, Style and the Family 
Tunes and Triumph have taken him all over the world.

PHOTOGRAPHY/ARCHITECTURE, 256 PAGES, 10.25 X 12
150 COLOR PHOTOS, 100 B&W PHOTOS, FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
TRADE PAPER, $42.95 (CAN $51.95)
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Europe’s Atlantic Coast
Peter Haefcke and Michael Pasdzior

One motif, two photographers, two styles: Michael Pasdzior and 
Peter Haefcke traveled Europe’s Atlantic coast in the past eight 
years. The result is a photographic art book that lives from its 
contrasts. While Haefcke takes his pictures in black and white, 
Pasdzior photographs in color. The Atlantic coast presents 
itself just as contradictory: Sometimes original, wild and rough, 
sometimes altered by human hands and embossed. The moody 
photographs and the elaborate design as a turning book make 
Europe’s Atlantic Coast equally attractive for photography fans 
and coast-lovers.

Peter Haefcke worked as a school teacher for photographers. 
His pictures were shown in several exhibitions. He has published 
various highly acclaimed books. The focus of his photograph-
ic projects are coasts, landscapes, cities and people. Michael 
Pasdzior worked as a freelance photographer since 1980 and is 
known by many (book) publications and numerous exhibitions. 
He works for the international photo agency Getty Images and 
is a member of the professional association freelens. The focus of 
Padzior, who lives in Hamburg, is on landscaping and architectur-
al photography.

PHOTOGRAPHY/NATURE, 240 PAGES, 12 X 10.5
100 COLOR PHOTOS, 100 B&W PHOTOS, FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
TRADE PAPER, $54.95 (CAN $65.95)
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Sammlung Aichhorn Series

The Aichhorn Collection: Batik
Ferdinand Aichhorn

Ferdinand Aichhorn’s passion for traditional Asian textiles began 
in Jakarta, Indonesia, in 1977. This volume is devoted to batik, 
including the resist techniques of wax method, “tie and dye”, 
block printing and textile painting.Salzburg architect Ferdinand 
Aichhorn is an aficionado of traditional  Asian textiles, which 
he has been collecting for over 40 years. On his frequent and ex-
tensive travels - mainly in Indonesia, India, Burma, Thailand and 
Cambodia - he seeks out towns, villages and textile workshops 
where rare and ancient techniques are still cultivated. The main 
focus of his collection is on the resist techniques batik, plangi and 
particularly ikat. The collection is completed by a wide variety of 
embroideries, as well as quilts, appliqués, block prints, felt rugs 
and an extensive selection of Kashmiri textiles dating from the 
18th century up to the present day.

Ferdinand Aichhorn is a chartered engineer, architect, b 1934 in 
Kleinarl/Salzburg. After high school in Salzburg, he studied in 
Vienna at the University of Natural Resources and Life Sciences, 
as well as Architecture at the University of Technology. Having 
graduated, he worked as an architect in Israel and Switzerland, 
before teaching at the University of Stuttgart. From 1978 to 2004 
he was a freelance urban planner in Salzburg. During this period 
he travelled in Asia for several weeks almost every year, and in 
2005 he opened his “textil-kunst-galerie” at Steingasse 35 in Salz-
burg. He has continued to spend long periods in Asia, particular-
ly in countries where traditional textile arts are still cultivated.

DESIGN/ART, 228 PAGES, 9 X 9
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
TRADE PAPER, $33.99 (CAN $40.99)
ISBN: 9783702508272
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
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Sammlung Aichhorn Series

The Aichhorn Collection: Ikat
Ferdinand Aichhorn

Ferdinand Aichhorn’s passion for traditional Asian textiles 
began in Jakarta, Indonesia, in 1977. This volume presents those 
items of the collection produced in the ikat technique of dyeing 
and weaving.Salzburg architect Ferdinand Aichhorn is an aficio-
nado of traditional Asian textiles, which he has been collecting 
for over 40 years. On his frequent and extensive travels - main-
ly in Indonesia, India, Burma, Thailand and Cambodia - he 
seeks out towns, villages and textile workshops where rare and 
ancient techniques are still cultivated. The main focus of his col-
lection is on the resist techniques batik, plangi and particularly 
ikat. The collection is completed by a wide variety of embroider-
ies, as well as quilts, appliqués, prints, felt rugs and an extensive 
selection of Kashmiri textiles dating from the 18th century up to 
the present day.

Ferdinand Aichhorn is a chartered engineer, architect, b 1934 in 
Kleinarl/Salzburg. After high school in Salzburg, he studied in 
Vienna at the University of Natural Resources and Life Sciences, 
as well as Architecture at the University of Technology. Having 
graduated, he worked as an architect in Israel and Switzerland, 
before teaching at the University of Stuttgart. From 1978 to 2004 
he was a freelance urban planner in Salzburg. During this period 
he travelled in Asia for several weeks almost every year, and in 
2005 he opened his “textil-kunst-galerie” at Steingasse 35 in Salz-
burg. He has continued to spend long periods in Asia, particularly 
in countries where traditional textile arts are still cultivated.

DESIGN/ART, 168 PAGES, 9 X 9
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
TRADE PAPER, $31.99 (CAN $37.99)
ISBN: 9783702508265
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
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Sammlung Aichhorn Series

The Aichhorn Collection: 
Needlework
Ferdinand Aichhorn

Ferdinand Aichhorn’s passion for traditional Asian textiles began 
in Jakarta, Indonesia, in 1977. This volume presents the diverse 
embroideries and appliqués from the collection, in all their co-
lourful splendor. An additional section deals with felt rugs and an 
extensive selection of Kashmiri textiles dating from the 18th cen-
tury up to the present day. Salzburg architect Ferdinand Aichhorn 
is an aficionado of traditional Asian textiles, which he has been 
collecting for over 40 years. On his frequent and extensive travels 
– mainly in Indonesia, India, Burma, Thailand and Cambodia 
– he seeks out towns, villages and textile workshops where rare 
and ancient techniques are still cultivated. The main focus of his 
collection is on the resist techniques batik, plangi and particularly 
ikat. The collection is completed by a wide variety of embroider-
ies, as well as quilts, appliqués, prints, felt rugs and an extensive 
selection of Kashmiri textiles dating from the 18th century up to 
the present day.

Ferdinand Aichhorn is a chartered engineer and architect. He 
worked as an architect in Israel and Switzerland, before teach-
ing at the University of Stuttgart. From 1978 to 2004 he was 
a freelance urban planner in Salzburg. During this period he 
travelled in Asia for several weeks almost every year, and in 2005 
he opened his “textil-kunst-galerie” at Steingasse 35 in Salzburg. 
He has continued to spend long periods in Asia, particularly in 
countries where traditional textile arts are still cultivated.

DESIGN/ART, 300 PAGES, 9 X 9
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
TRADE PAPER, $35.99 (CAN $42.99)
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Scorched Earth
100 Years of Southern African Potteries
Wendy Gers

Scorched Earth will be the first comprehensive history of fine 
art potteries in southern Africa, with a focus on pioneer ceramic 
studios and workshops. This encyclopedic revisionist history of 
an often overlooked sector of the South African art and design 
world explores the work of 30 potteries that produced high-qual-
ity ceramic wares from 1900 to 1980. The book promises to be 
the definitive history of southern African ceramics, giving voice to 
many artists whose work is little known in the wider art world. It 
contains over 300 photographs, a comprehensive list of studios, 
workshops and potters, makers’ marks, and a wide-ranging essay 
on the history of this art form in southern Africa.

Wendy Gers is a former curator at the Nelson Mandela Metropol-
itan Art Museum, Port Elizabeth, South Africa, and now lectures 
at l’Ecole Supérieure d’Art et de Design de Valenciennes, France. 
Gers curated the prestigious Taiwan Ceramics Biennale 2014. 
She is a research associate at the University of Johannesburg and 
an associate advisor at The Design Cradle, Cape Town. She has 
written museum catalogues and published articles in journals 
including Art South Africa, Ceramic Review, Image and Text,  
La revue de la céramique et du verre and African Arts.

ART/PHOTOGRAPHY, 416 PAGES, 8.75 X 12
TWO-COLOR INTERIOR
CLOTH, $55.95 (CAN $66.95)
ISBN: 9781431421268
RIGHTS: US, CANADA, AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND
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A Whakapapa of Tradition
One Hundred Years of Ngato Porou Carving, 
1830-1930
Ngarino Ellis and Natalie Robertson

From the emergence of the chapel and the wharenui in the nine-
teenth century to the rejuvenation of carving by Apirana Ngata 
in the 1920s, Maori carving went through a rapid evolution from 
1830 to 1930. Focusing on thirty meeting houses, Ngarino Ellis 
tells the story of Ngati Porou carving and a profound transfor-
mation in Maori art. Beginning around 1830, three previously 
dominant art traditions – waka taua (war canoes), pataka (deco-
rated storehouses) and whare rangatira (chief’s houses) – declined 
and were replaced by whare karakia (churches), whare whakairo 
(decorated meeting houses) and wharekai (dining halls). Ellis 
examines how and why that fundamental transformation took 
place by exploring the Iwirakau School of carving, based in the 
Waiapu Valley on the East Coast of the North Island. What 
makes a tradition in Maori art? Ellis asks. How do traditions 
begin? Who decides this? Conversely, how and why do traditions 
cease? And what forces are at play which make some buildings 
acceptable and others not? Beautifully illustrated with new 
photography by Natalie Robertson, and drawing on the work of 
key scholars to make a new synthetic whole, this book will be a 
landmark volume in the history of writing about Maori art.

Ngarino Ellis (Ngapuhi, Ngati Porou) is a senior lecturer in Art 
History and co-ordinator of the Museums and Cultural Heritage 
Programme at the University of Auckland. She is the co-editor 
with Deidre Brown of Te Puna: Maori Art from Northland 
(Reed, 2007) and with Witi Ihimaera of Te Ata: Maori Art from 
the East Coast, New Zealand (Reed, 2002), as well as the author 
of a number of scholarly articles. Natalie Robertson (Ngati 
Porou, Clann Dhònnchaidh) is a photographic artist and senior 
lecturer at AUT University. Robertson has an MFA from the 
University of Auckland. She has exhibited extensively in public 
institutions throughout New Zealand and internationally, includ-
ing a solo exhibition, Te Ahikaroa: Home Fires Burning (2014), 
at the C. N. Gorman Museum at the University of California, 
Davis, in 2014.

NEW ZEALAND STUDIES/ART, 304 PAGES, 8 X 9.75
CLOTH, $69.99 (CAN $83.99)
ISBN: 9781869407377
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
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Osaki Hachimangu
Architecture, Materiality, and Samurai Power
Anton Schweizer

Osaki Hachimangu (1607), located in Sendai, Japan, is one 
of only a handful of surviving buildings from the Momoyama 
period (1568-1615). The shrine is a rare example of “lacquered 
architecture”—an architectural type characterized by a shiny, 
black coat made of refined tree sap and evocative of transitory 
splendor and cyclical renewal. The shrine’s sponsor, the warlord 
Date Masamune, was one of the last independent feudal lords of 
his time and remains famous for dispatching diplomatic missions 
to Mexico, Spain, and Rome. Although his ambitions to become 
a ruler of Northern Japan were frustrated, his shrine stands as 
a lasting testament to the political struggles he faced, his global 
aspirations, and the cultural cloak by which he sought to advance 
these objectives.

Anton Schweizer teaches at Tulane University in New Orleans.

ARCHITECTURE/ASIAN STUDIES, 350 PAGES, 6.75 X 9.5
CLOTH, $79.95 (CAN $105.95)
ISBN: 9783496015413
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B1 | A40 Die Schönheit  
der großen Straße 2014
The Beauty of the Grand Road
Edited by Markus Ambach (MAP Projekte)

Due to the expansion of the A 40, the circumstances of the 
residents sometimes prove to be very difficult. Yet despite these 
passing problems, innovative socio-biotopes emerged formed of 
individual resourcefulness and social communities, solely on the 
initiatives of the people living there. Whether it’s goose-breeding 
or a dance club, the residents’ strategies shift between civil- 
anarchic home rule and the pragmatic use of the space available.  
Artistic works connect with the ideas of the people on site to 
form a special synergy of landscape, art, and everyday culture.

Markus Ambach was, in 1987, a student at the “Kunstakademie 
Düsseldorf”. He was a master student of Prof. C. Megert. In 
2014/2015 he held the deputy professorship at the “Akademie 
der bildenden Künste Stuttgart”. He is an artist, curator and 
author of several projects and exhibitions within the public space.

ART/ARCHITECTURE, 304 PAGES, 8.625 X 10.5
368 COLOR PHOTOS
CLOTH, $49.95 (CAN $59.95)
ISBN: 9783868323016
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Wie leben? Zukunftsbilder von 
Malewitsch bis Fujimoto
Edited by René Zechlin

How do we want to exist? How do we want to live? How do we 
want to work? While at the beginning of the twentieth century 
it was the overarching technical innovations of industrialisation 
that inspired people, currently, above all else, it is the digital 
revolution that is the foundation of utopian musings. Selected 
works and designs, from the Russian avant-garde to the present 
day, illustrate the interrelation of innovations in the fine arts and 
societal and industrial developments of the past hundred years.

René Zechlin studied History of Art, Business Economics and 
Philosophy at the University of Stuttgart. He is curator of the 
Kunstgesellschaft Frankfurt and since 2008 director of the  
“Kunstgesellschaft Hannover”.

ARCHITECTURE/DESIGN, 288 PAGES, 6.75 X 9.5
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Traces of Making
Shape, Design and Construction of Late  
Gothic Vaults/Entwurfsprinzipien von 
spätgotischen Gewölben
Edited by Katja Schröck and David Wendland

In order to analyze the phenomenon of late Gothic “Cell Vaults”, 
it is essential to understand the building process, the characteris-
tics of the specifications formulated in planning, and the design 
criteria for these structures. On one hand, the reasons for the 
invention of this particular type of vaulted ceiling in the late 15th 
century and its spread over a large area are usually viewed from 
a technological standpoint. On the other hand, the appearance of 
these vaults, in particular the character of their curves and surfac-
es, can only be described against this background. As it happens, 
we have no recourse to contemporary information regarding the 
construction techniques or the design specifications of cell vaults. 
This constitutes a methodological problem: how is it possible, 
starting from the existing artifact, to formulate a clear idea of 
not only the production of the vaults but also the decision-mak-
ing and communication processes associated with their making? 
Within the research project “Form, Construction and Design 
Principles of late Gothic Cell Vaults – ‘Reverse Engineering’ and 
Experimental Archaeology”, ways of thinking about the genesis 
of these particular vaults are formulated.

Katja Schröck works at the Deutsche Stiftung Denkmalschutz/
DenkmalAkademie Dr. David Wendland is Research Associate at 
the chair in Christian Art of the Late Antiquity and the Middle 
Ages of the Technische Universität (TU) Dresden.

ARCHITECTURE/ART, 176 PAGES, 8.625 X 12.75
160 B&W PHOTOS
TRADE PAPER, $34.95 (CAN $41.95)
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Schriften der Bet Tfila – 
Forschungsstel Series

Jewish Architecture
New Sources and Approaches
Edited by Katrin Keßler and Alexander von Kienlin

This volume presents a wide range of articles dealing with the 
various aspects of Jewish  architecture throughout the centuries and 
its interaction with literature, politics, etc. Scholars from Europe, 
Israel and America presented their current research on Jewish 
 architecture at the international conference “Jewish Architecture 
– New Sources and  Approaches” at the Technische Universität 
Braunschweig in April 2014. The conference marked the twentieth 
anniversary of the fruitful German-Israeli cooperation of the Bet 
Tfila – Research Unit for Jewish Architecture in Europe.

Dr. Katrin Keßler is a scientific staff member of the Bet Tfila – 
Research Unit, Braunschweig Department. Prof. Dr. Alexander 
von Kienlin is Scientific Director of the Bet Tfila – Research Unit, 
Braunschweig Department and director of the Institute of Build-
ing History at the University of Braunschweig (Germany).

JEWISH STUDIES/ARCHITECTURE, 160 PAGES, 8.25 X 10.25
115 B&W PHOTOS
CLOTH, $28.95 (CAN $34.95)
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Gazprom City
Edited by Sophie Panzer and Christina Simmel

‘If you’re at home and you want to make yourself a nice cup of 
coffee in the morning, and you turn on the stove but there is no 
gas, then you know that something must have happened in Novy 
Urengoy.’ What connects Europe to a city in the polar circle? The 
Gazprom company exploits the gas fields around Novy Urengoy. 
More than half of the natural gas extracted in Russia is produced 
there. A substantial portion of this gas is exported to European 
countries. Gazprom City–a report about life at the other end of 
the gas pipeline.

Sophie Panzer worked as an architect in firms in Rotterdam, 
London, and Vienna. In her own research projects, she focuses on 
the transformation of cities in post-Soviet Russia, and she writes 
features for radio on socio-political issues in Eastern Europe. She 
holds an MSc in Architecture from Delft University of Technolo-
gy and an MA in East European Studies from the Free University 
of Berlin. Christina Simmel studied architecture at the Vienna 
University of Technology and works as a freelance architect and 
editor. She has academic and professional experience in a range 
of fields including urban planning and housing development. Her 
empirical and theoretical research focuses on processes of urban-
ization and social production of space.

ARCHITECTURE/ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES, 136 PAGES, 6.25 X 8.75
TRADE PAPER, $23.95 (CAN $33.95)
ISBN: 9783902833808
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Die Architektur der Generali 
Foundation in Wien / The 
Architecture of the Generali 
Foundation in Vienna
Edited by Christian Jabornegg and András Pálffy

In 1995, the Generali Foundation - founded as the nonprofit art 
association of the Generali Group Austria - relocated to prem-
ises in the fourth district of Vienna, designed by the architects 
Jabornegg & Pálffy. It moved to a building complex called the 
Habighof, which dates back to the beginning of the 20th century, 
when it was used as a hat factory. Here, the Generali Foundation 
housed an exhibition space, underground storage, study rooms 
and offices. In 2015, the collection of Generali Foundation was 
transferred to the Museum der Moderne in Salzburg as a per-
manent loan, and the site in Vienna was closed down.This book 
examines this architectural landscape - which has since been listed 
as an historic site - in its international context as a trend-setting 
exhibition space. It explores the relation between internal and 
external architectural structures and examines the commitment of 
companies in the field of visual arts and architecture in a shifting 
social context.The images show the abandoned, empty spaces of 
the Generali Foundation, photographed by Hertha Hurnaus.

Christian Jabornegg studied architecture at the Vienna University 
of Technology. He was guest lecturer at the University of Art and 
Design Linz from 2001 to 2002; assistant lecturer at the Vienna 
University of Technology from 2005 to 2007 and from 2010 
to 2013. András Pálffy studied Architecture at the University of 
Technology, Vienna. 2001–2002 Visiting Professor at the Uni-
versity for Art and Industrial Design, Linz, 2003 - Professor at 
the University of Technology, Vienna, Department of Design and 
Theory of Design, 2007–2013 President of Secession, Association 
of Visual Artists Vienna Secession, 2012 - Head of the Institute of 
Architecture and Design at the University of Technology, Vienna.
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FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
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Italian Panorama Italiano, Vol. 3
Edited by Nicola Leonardi

This journey into Italian architecture is an ongoing enquiry into 
the diverse project typologies being currently developed—the 
degree of their innovation and the way they mesh with technical 
requirements. The book focuses on how the many aspects of 
Italian architecture developed by Italian architects working in 
Italy today deal with the layers of building history that have gone 
before. The works selected have been taken from the “Panorama 
Italiano” section on www.theplan.it and include urban and rural 
residences, public and cultural buildings, office and commercial 
blocks, social housing, and broader urban planning projects. All 
testify to the vitality of Italian architecture today.

Nicola Leonardi is the founder and director of editor in chief of 
the Plan, one of the most authoritative architecture and design 
journals on the international scene. He is also the publisher of the 
Plan Editions.

ARCHITECTURE/DESIGN, 264 PAGES, 9.25 X 8.75
320 COLOR PHOTOS, FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
CLOTH, $42.99 (CAN $51.99)
ISBN: 9788885980730
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Series of publications by the 
Hornemann Series

EwaGlos European Illustrated 
Glossary Of Conservation 
Terms For Wall Paintings And 
Architectural Surfaces
English Definitions with Translations into 
Bulgarian, Croatian, French, German, Hungarian, 
Italian, Polish, Romanian, Spanish and Turkish
Edited by Angela Weyer

EwaGlos, which has been developed in eleven languages, high-
lights the crucial role that professionally developed multilingual 
vocabularies play in international preservation campaigns. The 
illustrated glossary stresses the importance of a common language 
in the conservation field, and the role that international coop-
eration plays in creating this common terminology. The core of 
the glossary comprises approximately 200 defi nitions of terms 
frequently used in specifications in the field of conservation-res-
toration of wall paintings and architectural surfaces. The book 
concludes with an extensive bibliography in this specialized field.

Dr. Angela Weyer, art historian and monument preservation spe-
cialist, is Director of the Hornemann Institut/HAWK University of 
Applied Sciences and Arts Hildesheim/Holzminden/Göttingen.
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Unity in Transition Deutsche 
Post DHL Group
Edited by Walter Maschke

In only 25 years the government agency Deutsche Post was trans-
formed to a global player in the logistics sector. This book traces 
the transformation from a bureaucratic authority’s organization 
into a modern listed company, focusing on individuals who have 
supported this journey: boards and postmen, managers and 
employees, mail and logistics experts. Short texts and opulent 
images lead back to the mail’s date of origin 500 years ago and 
chance a look into the future of logistics in a globalized world.

Walter Maschke is part of the management of the Deutsche Post 
DHL Group.
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The Great Passenger Ships  
of the World
Eighth edition
Raoul Fiebig, Frank Heine, and Frank Lose

The eighth edition of the “Kludas” guide to passenger ships is once 
again a highly reliable reference work - an absolute must-have for 
fans of ships and cruises! Passenger ships from across the world are 
racking up superlatives at an incredible rate - ever bigger, ever more 
spectacular, ever more luxurious - and so around 80 “giants” over 
10,000 GT have been added since the last edition in 2010. This edi-
tion presents 858 ships with updated histories, technical details and 
predominantly new photos.A book that perfectly combines reliable 
information with stunning visuals!

Frank Heine, born in 1965, is editor of the trade journal “Fer-
ries”. Frank Lose, born 1967, is editor in chief of “Ferries”. The 
writing team is complemented by Raoul Fiebig - an experienced 
journalist and cruise expert. Together, the three authors are  
continuing the tradition that Arnold Kludas once began with  
his work on large passenger ships in the world.

TRANSPORTATION, 300 PAGES, 9.5 X 12
585 COLOR PHOTOS, FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
TRADE PAPER, $42.95 (CAN $51.95)
ISBN: 9783782212458 (REPLACES: 9783782210034) 
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

MAXIMILIAN VERLAG  NOVEMBER
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Reisewege zu Bach –  
Ways to Bach
Second edition
Hartmut Ellrich, Rainer Humbach, and Michael Imhof

The publication about Johann Sebastian Bach traces him and the 
different places of his working and living life, from A like Alten-
burg to Z like Zschortau. All these places and sites are connected 
to the musical genius of J.S. Bach, to whom Johann Gottfried 
Walther dedicated a first literary monument already in Bach’s life-
time. Besides the classical known places like Eisenach, Ohrdruf, 
Lüneburg, Arnstadt, Mühlhausen, Weimar, Köthen and Leipzig 
even cities connected to the Bach family like Erfurt or Lange-
wiesen are introduced. Numerous color photos as well as city 
maps and a genealogical tree provide orientation and invite the 
reader to visit the Bach-places in Middle and Northern Germany. 
Furthermore the book offers contact information of museums, 
memorial places and tourist information points.

Hartmut Ellrich is an art historian and bookseller. Rainer Hum-
bach is an art historian. Michael Imhof is a publisher (Michael 
Imhof Verlag), art historian and author.

TRAVEL/MUSIC, 128 PAGES, 6.5 X 9.5
277 COLOR PHOTOS, FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
TRADE PAPER, $12.99 (CAN $15.99)
ISBN: 9783932526817 (REPLACES: 9783932526817) 
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

MICHAEL IMHOF VERLAG  JANUARY 2017
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Azerbaijan
Cooking and Culture
Edited by Barbara Lutterbeck

Azerbaijan, the ‘land of fire’, is full of infinite beauty and trea-
sures; moreover it offers a wide variety of cultural attractions. As 
part of the South Caucasus, the country lies between the Moun-
tains and Asia Minor and the Black and Caspian Seas. Just as 
diverse as the landscape is Azerbaijani cuisine: hearty lamb dishes, 
sticky sweet baklava, and the sheer never-ending world of oriental 
spices are just asking to be cooked. The atmospheric images by 
the Cologne photographer Barbara Lutterbeck, who captured the 
heart and soul of the country on her travels, tempt the reader on  
a tour of discovery as much as her enticing recipes do.

Barbara Lutterbeck worked for 17 years as a freelance photog-
rapher in Cologne. She specialized on still life, food and lifestyle 
and took pictures for 30 cookbooks.

COOKING/CULTURAL STUDIES, 168 PAGES, 9 X 11.75
125 COLOR PHOTOS
CLOTH, $29.95 (CAN $35.95)
ISBN: 9783868323160
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

WIENAND VERLAG  SEPTEMBER
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Storibuk Pairundu
Tales and Legends from the Kewa  
(Southern Highlands, Papua New Guinea)
Holger Jebens

This is an original and unique collection of tales and legends 
from the Southern Highlands of Papua New Guinea (PNG). Re-
corded by a thirteen- year old boy from a small and remote rural 
village, the stories present a kind of ‘indigenous auto ethnogra-
phy’. Yet, on some pages people pursue their daily activities, grow 
food and raise pigs, while on others the protagonists encounter 
bush spirits, tap into sources of unlimited wealth or are trans-
formed into animals. In other words, the fabulous follows on 
from the mundane, and what seems prosaic in one story gives 
way to the extraordinary in the next. The book could be  rec-
ommended for undergraduate and graduate courses on general 
anthropology, literature, linguistics, folklore research, myth and 
religion, poetry and Pacific studies.

Holger Jebens is Professor at the Department of Social and 
Cultural Anthropology of Goethe University, Senior Research 
Fellow at the Frobenius Institute and Managing Editor of 
Paideuma. He spent many years doing fieldwork in highland 
and seaboard Papua New Guinea. His publications include 
Pathways to heaven (Berghahn Books, 2005), After the cult 
(Berghahn Books, 2010), and The end of Anthropology? (co-ed., 
Sean Kingston Publishing, 2011).

ANTHROPOLOGY, 370 PAGES, 6.75 X 9.25
40 B&W ILLUSTRATIONS
TRADE PAPER, $79.95 (CAN $105.95)
ISBN: 9783496015499
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

DIETRICH REIMER VERLAG GMBH  SEPTEMBER
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Sprache und Oralitaet in Afrika Series

The Ngas Language (Shik Ngas)
Fundamentals of Grammar - Texts - Dictionary
Miroslava Holubová and Herrmann Jungraithmayr

The Ngas (Angas) language is spoken by some 400,000 people on 
the southern escarpment of the central Nigerian Plateau (Plateau 
State). The historically innovative language of the Chadic An-
gas-Sura group together with the neighbouring more archaic Ron 
languages are the southwesternmost representatives of the Afroa-
siatic/Hamitosemitic phylum to which also Arabic and Ancient 
Egyptian belong. Ngas, a tone language with three levels, has still 
preserved the classical pronominal system. The book presents a 
detailed outline of the grammar and a Ngas-English dictionary of 
some 2,000 lexical entries.

Herrmann Jungraithmayr is professor emeritus of the Goethe Uni-
versity in Frankfurt am Main. Miroslava Holubová was scientific 
assistant at the Goethe University until 2010.

LANGUAGE & LINGUISTICS, 300 PAGES, 6.75 X 9.5
10 COLOR ILLUSTRATIONS
CLOTH, $119.95 (CAN $159.95)
ISBN: 9783496015550
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

DIETRICH REIMER VERLAG GMBH  DECEMBER
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Sprache und Oralitaet in Afrika Series

Etyma Afroasiatica Nova
Roots with Initial Labials (*b-,*p-,*f-,*m-)
Gábór Takács

This volume presents a piece of the proto-lexicon of Semi-
to-Hamitic or Afro-Asiatic, the language macrofamily with 
the oldest records in world history. The reconstruction of the 
underlying parental language is, however, a little cultivated and 
endangered field known to very few researchers, whose number 
hardly exceeds one dozen all over the world (half of them is 
retired) in spite of relatively better established positions of inner 
Semitological, Egyptological, Berberological, Cushitological, 
Omotic, and Chadic comparative research. There have been a few 
attempts in the 1990s by the Russian linguists at reconstructing 
the root inventory of proto-Semito-Hamitic (proto-Afro-Asiatic), 
which the present project continues. The volumes of this project 
contain proto-roots not yet published therein.

Gábor Takács is docent of the Egyptological Dept. at the Eötvös 
Loránd University (Hungary), Humboldt research fellow (1999-), 
and author of the Etymological Dictionary of Egyptian I-III 
(Leiden, 1999-2008).

LANGUAGE & LINGUISTICS, 230 PAGES, 6.75 X 9.5
CLOTH, $99.95 (CAN $129.95)
ISBN: 9783496015581
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

DIETRICH REIMER VERLAG GMBH/DEUTSCHER VERLAG FUER  
KUNSTWISSENSCHAFT  SEPTEMBER
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Framed
Photographs by Chris Friel

Framed is the latest work from one of the godfathers of British 
contemporary landscape photography. Almost paint-like in qual-
ity, Framed reflects Friel’s extraordinary ability to reinvent his 
image-making and yet again produce a thrilling perspective on 
the notion of ‘landscape’.

Chris Friel’s work has been exhibited at the South Bank Centre in 
London, on the Santiago subway in Chile, and projected behind 
the London Sinfonietta in the Royal Festival Hall.

PHOTOGRAPHY, 48 PAGES, 9.5 X 9.5
28 COLOR PHOTOS
CLOTH, $27.99 (CAN $39.99)
ISBN: 9780993258909
RIGHTS: WORLD X UNITED KINGDOM & EUROPE

TRIPLEKITE PUBLISHING  AVAILABLE

Iceland
Photographs by Hans Strand

Hans Strand’s stunning images of Iceland with a collection of 
images combining aerial views and studies from the ground and 
below. A result of almost 20 years of traveling to this fantastic 
volcanic island in the middle of The Atlantic. ‘I have spent around 
75 hours photographing from the sky and I have travelled several 
thousands of kilometres shooting landscapes from ground level’.

Hans Strand was born in 1955 in Marmaverken, Sweden. After a 
nine year career in mechanical engineering he decided to make a 
dramatic change to devote his life to landscape photography. His 
work has been displayed in numerous exhibitions and published 
in many international photography magazines. He has also 
received several awards for his photography including ‘wildlife 
photographer of the year’ & Hasselblad Masters Award 2008. 
Hans has published 3 previous books of landscape photography

PHOTOGRAPHY, 120 PAGES, 11 X 12
84 COLOR PHOTOS
CLOTH, $59.99 (CAN $84.99)
ISBN: 9780957634589
RIGHTS: WORLD X UNITED KINGDOM & EUROPE

TRIPLEKITE PUBLISHING  AVAILABLE
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Intimate 1
Photographs by Hans Strand

Hans has always felt himself drawn to the untamed and unma-
nipulated that he finds in Nature. In this book he focuses on 
those finer, more intimate interpretations of the landscape.

Hans Strand was born in 1955 in Marmaverken, Sweden. After 
a nine year career in mechanical engineering he decided to make 
a dramatic change to devote his life to landscape photography. 
Which had been his long held hobby and great passion. It is 
a change he has never regretted. Hans has always felt himself 
drawn to the untamed and unmanipulated that he finds in 
Nature. As Hans used to say, “The wilderness is the mother of 
all living things. It is always true and never trivial”. His work 
has been displayed in numerous exhibitions and published in 
many international photography magazines. He has also received 
several awards for his photography including ‘wildlife photogra-
pher of the year’ & Hasselblad Masters Award 2008. Hans has 
published 3 previous books of landscape photography

PHOTOGRAPHY, 48 PAGES, 9.5 X 9.5
32 COLOR PHOTOS
CLOTH, $27.99 (CAN $39.99)
ISBN: 9780993258916
RIGHTS: WORLD X UNITED KINGDOM & EUROPE

TRIPLEKITE PUBLISHING  AVAILABLE

Land Sea 1
Joe Wright, Valda Bailey, Al Brydon, and Finn Hopson 
Edited by David Breen and Dav Thomas 
Introduction by David Breen 
Foreword by Tim Parkin

Land Sea 1 features those landscape photographers out there 
who are doing their own thing – not following the crowds (both 
literally and metaphorically), producing work that is very much 
their own, very much ‘art’.

For Joe Wright, a love of exploring the woods and countryside 
in his formative years has been rekindled through photography. 
Valda Bailey is a photographer living in Sussex. She specializes 
in impressionistic and abstract landscape images made using 
in-camera techniques such as multiple exposure and intentional 
camera movement. Al Brydon is a photographer working in and 
around the Peak District. Giles McGarry is an architecture and 
landscape photographer. Finn Hopson is a photographer based  
in Brighton.

PHOTOGRAPHY, 68 PAGES, 9.5 X 12
50 COLOR PHOTOS
TRADE PAPER, $29.99 (CAN $42.99)
ISBN: 9780957634527
RIGHTS: WORLD X UNITED KINGDOM & EUROPE

TRIPLEKITE PUBLISHING  AVAILABLE
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The Last Stand
Northern Europe
Photographs by Marc Wilson

Over four years photographer Marc Wilson travelled to 143 
locations along the coastlines of the UK, The Channel Islands, 
Northern & Western France, Denmark, Belgium and Norway 
to capture the photographs making up his new book The Last 
Stand. The Last Stand documents the physical remnants of war 
in the 20th century in the UK and Northern Europe. By pho-
tographing remaining man-made military defence structures 
situated around their coastal areas, which now sit silently in 
the landscape, imbued with recent history, Wilson has created a 
permanent photographic record of the past.

Since 2010 Marc Wilson has been photographing the images that 
make up The Last Stand. This piece of work aims to reflect the 
histories and stories, military conflict and the memories held in 
the landscape itself.

PHOTOGRAPHY/MILITARY, 176 PAGES, 11 X 9.5
86 COLOR PHOTOS, 1 COLOR ILLUSTRATION, 1 MAP  
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
CLOTH, $54.99 (CAN $65.99)
ISBN: 9780957634558
RIGHTS: WORLD X UNITED KINGDOM & EUROPE

TRIPLEKITE PUBLISHING  AVAILABLE

Mountainscape
Photographs by Greg Whitton

The mountains of the UK are diminutive in scale when compared 
to the great ranges of each continent, the Himalaya, the Rockies, 
the Alps, but what they lack in scale, they make up for in raw 
wildness. The weather in the UK changes constantly. There is no 
place where this is more true than on and around the mountains 
and hills of England, Scotland, & Wales. One minute is can be 
hot and blazing with sunshine, the next it can be freezing and 
snowing, This monograph captures those emotions perfectly and 
beautifully.

Greg Whitton is an up-and-coming landscape and nature pho-
tographer living in the midlands of the UK. Having moved to the 
Midlands to be more central to all the mountain ranges of the 
UK, he spends most of his photographic endeavours scaling to 
locations rarely visited by a tripod. He was named in the 2014 
Outdoor Photographer of the Year category and overall winner.

PHOTOGRAPHY/NATURE, 48 PAGES, 9.5 X 9.5
31 COLOR PHOTOS
CLOTH, $27.99 (CAN $39.99)
ISBN: 9780993258923
RIGHTS: WORLD X UNITED KINGDOM & EUROPE

TRIPLEKITE PUBLISHING  AVAILABLE
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The Pool
Photographs by Iain Sarjeant

This series is photographed entirely in one small pool in the 
woodland near my home. The pool, which is no more than 2 
metres across, is fringed by grasses & ferns, and surrounded 
by birch trees. ‘I walk past it every day and, although nothing 
extraordinary, it constantly grabs my attention’. The images 
explore the layers of shapes and shadows reflected in the surface 
of the pool - a hidden abstract world which is at first chaotic and 
lost to the naked eye. By singling out and focussing on individual 
elements, these complex and competing patterns are simplified 
and a sense of depth created.

Iain Sarjeant is a photographer based in the Scottish Highlands. 
His photography explores both natural and man-made environ-
ments, and the interaction between the two. His work is often 
concerned with change - human impact on the landscape but also 
the reverse, where nature regains its hold. He is drawn to ordi-
nary places - whether in an urban setting or in his local country-
side - seeking to find interest in the commonplace.

PHOTOGRAPHY, 58 PAGES, 9 X 10
30 B&W PHOTOS
CLOTH, $27.99 (CAN $39.99)
ISBN: 9780957634565
RIGHTS: WORLD X UNITED KINGDOM & EUROPE

TRIPLEKITE PUBLISHING  AVAILABLE

Sea Fever
Photographs by David Baker

In Sea Fever, David Baker captures this raw, elemental, and beau-
tiful power in a remarkable series of stunning images, gorgeously 
presented in a large format volume. Each photograph on its own 
stands out as a dramatic vision of the unpredictable beast we 
call the ocean, but as a body of work the cumulative effect is 
breathtaking and truly gives you a sense of the power and allure 
of the seas around Great Britain, and David’s deep understanding 
of them.

David Baker is a seascape and forest photographer based in 
Southampton, Hampshire. His work has featured in national and 
international magazines, and on book covers. He has also held 
four solo and three joint exhibitions as well as being exhibited at 
the National Theatre in London. In January 2013 he was named 
Outdoor Photographer of the Year 2012 in a national competi-
tion organized by Outdoor Photography magazine.

PHOTOGRAPHY/NATURE, 38 PAGES, 12 X 16
24 COLOR PHOTOS
TRADE PAPER, $36.99 (CAN $52.99)
ISBN: 9780957634510
RIGHTS: WORLD X UNITED KINGDOM & EUROPE

TRIPLEKITE PUBLISHING  AVAILABLE
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Seaworks 1998 - 2013
Photographs by Paul Kenny

Paul has for many years made studio works using material 
gathered from the landscape, stones, shells, and driftwood. In 
common with many people, always taking home treasures from 
the sea. For him, they act as an aide – memoir, bringing the 
landscape into the studio, a mere glimpse or touch recalling the 
feelings of being alone, being remote.

Paul Kenny completed his Fine Art Degree at Newcastle upon 
Tyne in 1975. In 2000 he was made a Fellow of the Ballinglen 
Arts Foundation and now spends time annually at their facility 
in North West Mayo, Eire. He has work in some major public 
and private collections including Deutche Bank, Goldman Sachs, 
the National Photography Collection, Bradford and the National 
Gallery of Scotland. Paul Kenny is represented by the Beetles & 
Huxley Gallery, London.

PHOTOGRAPHY/ART, 144 PAGES, 11 X 14
76 COLOR PHOTOS
CLOTH, $65.99 (CAN $92.99)
ISBN: 9780957634534
RIGHTS: WORLD X UNITED KINGDOM & EUROPE

TRIPLEKITE PUBLISHING  AVAILABLE

With Trees
Photography by Dav Thomas
Photographs by Dav Thomas

A monograph from the UK’s leading woodland and tree photog-
rapher, this debut book celebrates his passion and relationship 
with the UK’s woodland

Dav Thomas is a landscape photographer based in Yorkshire, 
who mainly uses large format film cameras in his work.

PHOTOGRAPHY, 112 PAGES, 11 X 14
88 COLOR PHOTOS
CLOTH, $58.99 (CAN $83.99)
ISBN: 9780957634503
RIGHTS: WORLD X UNITED KINGDOM & EUROPE

TRIPLEKITE PUBLISHING  AVAILABLE
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